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Modeling, Simulation and Comparison of Control

Techniques for Energy Storage Systems

Álvaro Ortega, Student Member, IEEE, Federico Milano, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— This paper describes the modeling and formulation
of a variety of deterministic techniques for energy storage
devices, namely the PI, H-infinity and sliding mode controllers.
These techniques are defined based on a general, yet detailed,
energy storage device model, which is accurate for transient
stability analysis. The paper also presents a thorough statistical
comparison of the performance and robustness of the considered
control techniques, using stochastic dynamic models and a variety
of disturbances and scenarios. The case study is based on a
1,479-bus model of the all-island Irish transmission system and
an energy storage device actually installed in the system.

Index Terms— Energy storage system, robust control, stochas-
tic differential-algebraic equations, Monte Carlo method.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

The increasing penetration of non-dispatchable generation,

typically based on renewable energy resources, has consis-

tently threatened the stability of power systems. This kind of

generation, in fact, is non-synchronous, i.e., does not provide

inertia, and its energy resources tend to be both uncertain

and volatile. Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) can play an

important role in improving the dynamic response of the power

system and mitigating the issues above. For example, ESSs can

help regulate the active power supplied by non-dispatchable

generation and provide primary frequency and voltage control.

The flexibility and versatility of ESSs has motivated the growth

of a variety of energy storage technologies, such as batteries,

flywheels, super-capacitors, etc., as well as control strategies

aimed at optimizing the performance of ESSs [1], [2]. The

aim of this paper is to exhaustively compare different energy

storage technologies and control strategies considering a real-

world hybrid flywheel and battery energy storage system.

B. Literature Review

The best known and most commonly used ESS control

technique is the PI-based controller [3], [4] but other, more

sophisticated and robust controllers have been proposed in the

literature. These can be deterministic and, typically, model-

dependent, e.g., H-infinity (H∞) control [5], [6], sliding mode

(SM) control [7]–[9], model predictive control [10], [11],

or based on heuristics, such as fuzzy logic control [12].

These references show the advantages of robust techniques

with respect to the PI controller. However, the focus is

only on a specific energy storage technology and a given

system operating condition. Moreover, the references above

Á. Ortega and F. Milano are with the School of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering of the University College Dublin, Belfield, Ireland.
(e-mails: alvaro.ortega-manjavacas@ucdconnect.ie; federico.milano@ucd.ie).

do not consider real-world applications. To the best of our

knowledge, there is no work aimed at classifying, through a

comprehensive stochastic approach, the dynamic behavior of

each control technique considering different ESS technologies,

contingencies and system scenarios. The aim of this paper is

to fill this gap.

One of the main difficulties involved in achieving the

goal of the paper is the wide variety of available energy

storage technologies, which complicates the implementation

and design of the controllers, in particular, for techniques

that are strongly model-dependent, e.g., H∞ and SM. To

solve this issue, without compromising the fidelity of the

simulations, we use the Generalized ESS Model (GEM) that

we proposed in [13]. An interesting property of the GEM

model is to retain the physical meaning of the main energy

quantities, i.e., potential and flow variables. In the paper, we

show that, thanks to this property, the model proposed in [13]

proves to be particularly suited to being coupled with robust

controllers such as the H∞ and SM. Preliminary results on

the performance of the GEM coupled with different control

strategies are presented in [14].

C. Contributions

The paper recalls the main features of three control tech-

niques, namely, PI, H∞ and SM and describes the formulation

of such techniques above based on the GEM.

Then, the paper presents an exhaustive comparison of the

robustness of the dynamic response the ESS controllers based

on PI, H∞ and SM techniques. With this aim, uncertainties

related to both generation and demand, different loading

levels and contingencies, i.e., faults and line and generator

outages, are considered. Both ESS active power and frequency

regulations are studied considering all the above.

All comparisons are based on a Monte Carlo method applied

to a 1,479-bus model of the Irish transmission grid with an

existing Hybrid ESS (HESS), that is composed of a Flywheel

Energy Storage (FES) and a Battery Energy Storage (BES)

device. The grid model is formulated as a set of stochastic

differential-algebraic equations as discussed in [15].

D. Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

general scheme of a Voltage Sourced Converter (VSC)-based

ESS, as well as the formulation of the GEM are presented

in Section II. Section III describes the PI, H∞ and SM

controllers, and how to set them up with the GEM. Section

IV discusses the case study based on the all-island Irish

transmission system. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
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Fig. 1: VSC-based ESS coupled to the grid.

II. CONFIGURATION OF THE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

The configuration of the ESS utilized in this paper in-

cludes a storage device, a VSC converter, and their respective

controllers (see Fig. 1). The state of the art dq-frame VSC

model described in [16], which includes PI current controllers

and limiters, is used in this paper. Then, the GEM that is

proposed in [13] is used for representing the dynamic behavior

of the storage device. This model represents two properties

that are relevant for the synthesis of the controllers discussed

in Section III: (i) a linear time-invariant structure, and (ii) a

fixed number of variables and equations, independent of the

storage technology. Moreover, as shown in [13], the GEM

approximates detailed ESS models with greater fidelity than

other excessively simplified models that have been proposed

in the literature.

For completeness, the main steps and assumptions to define

the GEM are briefly outlined in the remainder of this section.

The starting point is the linearized, technology-dependent,

expression of the storage device model under study:

Txẋ = Axxx+Axzz +Bxuu+Bxvvdc +Kx

Tzż = Azxx+Azzz +Bzuu+Bzvvdc +Kz (1)

idc = Cxx+Czz +Duu +Dvvdc +Ki

where the state vector x are the potential and flow variables

related to the energy stored in the ESS, and z stands for all

other variables; u is the output signal of the storage control;

vdc and idc are the dc voltage and current of the VSC,

respectively. Note that (1) is expressed using the semi-implicit

formulation presented in [17]. Therefore, Tx and Tz are time-

invariant, not necessarily diagonal nor full-rank matrices. Note

also that u, vdc and idc are scalar, whereas all other quantities

are vectors. Equation (1) is written for x, z, u, vdc and idc,

not the incremental values ∆x, ∆z, ∆u, ∆vdc and ∆idc.

With this aim, Kx, Kz and Ki account for the values of the

variables at the equilibrium point.

The dynamic order of (1) is reduced, assuming that the

dynamics of the variables in z are adequately faster than those

of x (i.e., Tzż = 0). Therefore, after computing the Schur

components of z, and rewriting the matrices in compact form,

TABLE I: Potential and flow variables of different energy storage devices.

Storage Device Potential Flow

Super-conducting Coil Magneto Motive Force Flux
Compressed Air Tank Pressure Mass Flow
Super-capacitor Voltage Electric Current
Battery Electrochem. Potential Molar Flow Rate
Flywheel Angular Speed Torque

the following set of three DAEs is obtained:

Txẋ =Ãx+ B̃uu+ B̃vvdc + K̃x (2)

idc = C̃x+ D̃uu + D̃vvdc + K̃i

where, for example, the matrix Ã is computed as follows:

Ã = Axx −AxzA
−1
zz Azx (3)

where the non-singularity of matrix Azz is assumed. Other

matrices and scalars in (2) are computed in a similar way to

in (3). It is important to note that the vector x is selected in

such a way that it always contains, at least, two variables, say

x1 and x2, that represent a potential and a flow. This is clearly

always possible, independently of the ESS technology that is

employed (see Table I).

Finally, the energy stored in the device is computed as:

E =

n
∑

i=1

ρi

(

xβi

i − χβi

i

)

(4)

where ρi, βi and χi are the proportional and exponential

coefficients, and the reference value of xi, respectively. Note

that ρi coefficient is non-null only if xi represents a flow or

potential quantity of the ESS.

Detailed transient stability models of FES and BES, and the

derivation of the GEM for these technologies are presented in

Appendices I and II, respectively.

III. CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR ESSS

This section presents the ESS control techniques considered

in the case study of this paper, namely, the PI, H∞ and

SM. The main features of these strategies are outlined and

discussed, and the formulations of the H∞ and SM controllers

for the GEM are also described.

In the following, we assume that ESS parameters and other

relevant data are available (e.g., are provided by manufac-

turers). These data are embedded in detailed ESS models

and, based on that, the parameters of the GEM in (2) are

calculated (see [13] for some examples of this procedure).

Then, the control strategies are implemented and designed

based on the GEM. Note that, if necessary, the designed

controller can be applied to the original detailed ESS model

without modification, which is, in our opinion, one of the main

advantages of using the GEM formulation.

A. PI Control

Figure 2 depicts a typical ESS PI controller scheme. This

configuration includes a dead-band and a low-pass filter, a

PI regulator, and a storage input limiter aimed to attenuate

the effect of transients derived from energy saturations of the

ESS [18].
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Fig. 2: PI-based control for ESSs.

The PI regulator is composed of a proportional gain, Kpu,

and an integrator with gain Kiu and integral deviation coef-

ficient Hd. These parameters are commonly tuned by trial-

and-error or pole-placement techniques. The simplicity of the

implementation and design, as well as the mass utilization of

this controller in industrial applications are its main strengths.

Note also that the structure of the PI does not depend on the

energy storage technology considered. However, it has been

shown that system uncertainties and topological changes can

significantly deteriorate the behavior of this controller, and

thus of the entire system [9]. This justifies the need for the

development of more sophisticated and robust controllers, such

as the ones that are described in the remainder of this section.

B. H∞ Control

The main objective of any optimal control approach consists

of synthesizing a controller such that the closed-loop system

is stable, and the performance output is minimized, given a

class of disturbance inputs. Since the minimization of the

energy gain of the closed-loop system can be too complicated

to achieve in practice, the H∞ approximates the solution of

the problem above by minimizing the H∞ norm of the closed-

loop transfer function of the system shown in Fig. 3 [5], [6],

[19]. Even considering only a linear time-invariant system,

the synthesis of a H∞ controller is challenging, as input and

output quantities have to be chosen with care.
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Fig. 3: H∞ controller.

With this aim, the relevance of the fixed and linear structure

of the GEM outlined in the previous section becomes apparent.

In fact, since the vector x always includes potential and flow

quantities, which can be used to determine the overall energy

of the ESS, it is relatively simple to set up a linear controller

K∞. Using similar notation to that in (2), the equations of the

upper block in Fig. 3 are:

Ťx
˙̌x = Ǎx̌+ B̌1ď+ B̌2u

ž = Č1x̌+ Ď11ď+ Ď12u (5)

y̌ = Č2x̌+ Ď21ď+ Ď22u

where:

• x̌ = [x1 x2 xu]
T, where x1 and x2 are the state variables

of the system in (2); and xu is the output of the integrator

in Fig. 2;

• Ťx =









Tx 0

0 1









;

• ď = [xf vdc]
T are the external perturbations;

• ž = xu − Kuu is the regulated output signal. Ku is a

positive weight coefficient to couple the output of the PI

controller and the converter of the storage device.

• y̌ = [û vdc]
T are the measurement outputs of the system.

Note that the inclusion of the output of the integrator, xu, in

the state vector of (5) allows implementing a droop frequency

control through the ESS (if Hd 6= 0 in the control scheme of

Fig. 2).

The synthesis of a H∞ controller requires that a set of well

posedness constraints are satisfied, as follows:

i. (Ǎ, B̌2) is stabilizable;

ii. (Č2, Ǎ) is detectable;

iii. Ď11 = 0 and Ď22 = 0;

iv. rank[Ď12] = dimu = 1, i.e., Ď21 must be left invertible

(full control penalty);

v. rank[Ď21] = dim y̌ = 2, i.e., Ď21 must be right

invertible (full measurement noise);

vi. rank









jωI3 − Ǎ B̌2

Č1 Ď12









= dim x̌+ dimu = 4,

for all real ω;

vii. rank









jωI3 − Ǎ B̌1

Č2 Ď21









= dim x̌+ dim y̌ = 5,

for all real ω.

Conditions iv to vii impose that the problem is not singular. If

(5) satisfies all conditions above, then a suboptimal solution for

K∞ can be found by solving two algebraic Riccati equations,

which have same order as the original system to be controlled.1

The structure of the resulting controller indicated as K∞ in

Fig. 3 is as follows:

ẋ∞ = A∞x∞ +B∞y̌

u = C∞x∞ +D∞y̌ (6)

It is important to note that the H∞ problem is formulated for

an augmented model of the GEM, i.e., (5) and that it does

not involve nor require the knowledge of the dynamics of

the whole transmission system. This fact makes feasible the

implementation of (5)-(6) in real-world applications.

C. Sliding Mode Control

The basic principle of the SM control is to take advantage

of a switching control logic to force the trajectories of a

dynamic variable-structure system to follow a given path,

called sliding surface. If the sliding surface, say S , satisfies

usual requirements of existence and reachability, which in turn

are needed to satisfy Lyapunov asymptotic stability conditions,

the motion associated with the SM control is robust against

1In the case study, the Fortran library SLICOT is used to solve Riccati
equations [20].
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disturbances [21]. Due to the switching logic requirements,

natural targets for SM controllers are devices that include

power electronic converters and, with regard to ESSs, it has

been proposed for the control of super-capacitor energy storage

devices [7] and FESs [8].

The SM control also shows some drawbacks. The switching

logic, in fact, is prone to produce the chattering effect (see

Fig. 4), which is a persistent high-frequency periodic motions

around the sliding surface S and is caused by the deviation

of the real system from the ideal model. Typical, inevitable

causes of the chattering are small control delays, hysteresis

and deadbands of physical devices. Moreover, since the SM

control is a model-dependent technique, its implementation for

non-linear systems is often a challenge.
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Fig. 4: Graphical representation of the dynamic behavior of a sliding control.
Note the chattering effect arising once the trajectory of the variable reaches
the sliding surface S.

The linear structure of the GEM summarized in Section II

highly simplifies the implementation of SM on ESSs. The

discontinuous output signal of the storage control, u, can be

rewritten as the sum of two terms, as follows:

u = ueq −K
SM

sign(S) (7)

where ueq is the continuous component of the control during

the sliding mode operation; and K
SM

is a positive gain

designed to reduce the effect of external perturbations and

disturbances.

Since the variables x1 and x2 of the GEM in (2) have the

meaning of a potential and a flow, the following equation is a

good candidate for the sliding surface S:

S = xf − sx12
x1x2 (8)

where x1x2 has the unit of a power; xf is the filtered deviation

of the measured signal w to be regulated (see Fig. 2); and sx12

is a coefficient that accounts for the unit of the variables in S .

Linearizing (8) around the equilibrium point for which the

GEM in (2) is obtained:

(S−S0) = (xf −xf0)− sx12
[x20(x1 − x10) + x10(x2 − x20)]

(9)

At the equilibrium point, S0 = 0 and xf0 = 0. Therefore:

S = xf + sx(x− x0) (10)

where sx = − [sx12
x20, sx12

x10]. If, at a given time t
SM

, the

trajectory falls on the sliding surface and Ṡ = 0, then S = 0
for t > t

SM
. Moreover, ẋf = 0 must hold during sliding mode.

Hence, the derivative of (10) with respect to time is given by:

Ṡ = ẋf + sxẋ = sxẋ = 0 (11)

and, from (2), one has:

Ṡ = sxT
−1
x [Ãx+ B̃uu+ B̃vvdc + K̃x] = 0 (12)

Equation (12) allows the continuous component of the control

ueq to be defined as follows:

ueq = −(sxT
−1
x B̃u)

−1sxT
−1
x [Ãx+ B̃vvdc + K̃x] (13)

Therefore, SM can be applied to the ESS if sxT
−1
x B̃u 6= 0.

If any variable xi ∈ x is algebraic, i.e., Tx,ii = 0, T−1
x is not

defined. A possible solution is to use the singular perturbation

approach, i.e., assign Tx,ii = ǫ, with 0 < ǫ≪ 1, or pass such

a variable through a low-pass filter.

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, the all-island Irish transmission system

is utilized to compare the dynamic behavior of the ESS

controllers described in the previous section. The topology and

the steady-state data of the system are based on the actual real-

world system provided by the Irish TSO, EirGrid. However,

all dynamic data are estimated based on the knowledge of the

various power plant technologies used. The dynamic model of

the Irish system includes both conventional and wind power

generation. The system consists of 1,479 buses, 1,851 trans-

mission lines and transformers, 245 loads, 22 conventional

synchronous power plants modeled with 6th order synchronous

machine models with AVRs and turbine governors, 6 PSSs

and 176 wind power plants, of which 142 are equipped with

doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG) and 34 with constant-

speed (CSWT).

The following remarks on the all-island Irish system are

relevant:

• Wind power plants do not provide primary frequency

regulation, as it occurs in the actual Irish system.

• The wind speed profile of each wind power plant is mod-

eled as an uncorrelated Weibull distribution as in [22].

• Stochastic load variations are taken into account and

modeled using Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes [15], [23],

[24].

In 2015, the company Schwungrad Energie installed a pilot

HESS in a site close to Rhode, county Offaly, Ireland, [25],

consisting of a BES and a FES. The installation is still a

prototype and currently not complete but the ultimate goal

is to use the HESS to provide primary frequency regulation

and/or regulate the active power flowing through a high voltage

transmission line physically close to the HESS.2 The details

of the regulations provided by the HESS have still to be

agreed with the TSO [27], [28]. The power rating of the fully-

operative HESS is expected to be about 20-30 MW. The FES

will be responsible for filtering fast transients (e.g., 1 minute)

due to its speed of response, while the BES will provide active

power reserves over longer periods (e.g., 15 minutes) thanks

to its higher energy capacity and power rate.

For the purposes of this case study, a HESS composed of

a 50 MW BES and a 20 MW FES is assumed to be installed

at a bus representing the town of Rhode. Note that the size

2The map of the Irish transmission system can be found online in [26].
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of the HESS is larger than those that are currently installed

in practice. By increasing the size of the HESS, the system

level impacts of the HESS dynamics can be better appreciated.

Moreover, it is expected that the size of these devices will

increase substantially in the near future.

The case study presented in this section considers both ac-

tive power flow and frequency regulation of the ESS, stochastic

variations of both the wind and the loads, different system

loading levels, and a variety of large disturbances such as faults

followed by line outages, and the loss of generation units. The

size of the grid, and the variety of scenarios considered in this

section are designed to provide a fair and exhaustive com-

parison of the control techniques described in Section III, in

terms of performance against contingencies and disturbances,

robustness against system uncertainties, computational burdens

and possible numerical/technical issues, such as saturations.

This section is organized as follows. Subsection IV-A com-

pares the performance of the HESS controllers providing line

active power control following the clearing of a three-phase

fault and line disconnection. Subsection IV-B assumes that the

HESS provides primary frequency control and considers the

outage of a synchronous machine of the system.

To solve stochastic differential-algebraic equations, we use

the Monte Carlo method. With this aim, 1,000 time domain

simulations are carried out for each case. Each simulation

is solved for 20 s in Subsection IV-A, and for 25 s in

Subsection IV-B, with a time step of 0.004 s when SM is

applied, and 0.02 s otherwise. Note that, for the considered

time scale, the response of the BES is too slow for the SM

to be effective and, hence, only the FES is regulated with the

SM, while the H∞ is applied to the BES. Finally, again for

the considered time scale, the energy saturations of the HESS

are neglected.

All simulations are obtained using Dome, a Python-based

power system software tool [29]. The Dome version utilized

in this case study is based on Python 3.4.1; ATLAS 3.10.1 for

dense vector and matrix operations; CVXOPT 1.1.8 for sparse

matrix operations; and KLU 1.3.2 for sparse matrix factoriza-

tion. All simulations were executed on a server mounting 40

CPUs and running a 64-bit Linux OS.

A. Line Active Power Flow Regulation

In this subsection, we assume that the control of the HESS

is designed to regulate Pline, the active power flowing through

a high voltage transmission line of the Irish system, at 55
MW. We simulate a three-phase fault near the regulated line

occurring at t = 15 s. This is then cleared by means of the

disconnection of a transmission line after 180 ms. Note that

t = 15 s is chosen to make sure that the stochastic processes

of the wind and the load are in stationary conditions.

For fair comparison, the PI is tuned in order to obtain as

similar performance as possible to the H∞ and SM controllers,

as shown in Fig. 5.a for a single trajectory. As an example of

the HESS performance, the active power provided/consumed

by the FES with each controller is shown in Fig. 5.b. Positive

power indicates charging periods.
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Fig. 5: Irish system with HESS and a three-phase fault followed by a
line trip. (a) Power flowing through the regulated line; (b) Active power
provided/consumed by the FES.

In the following, three different cases are considered: a base

case loading condition, a 15% load increase, and a 15% load

decrease.

1) Base Case Initial Loading Conditions: In this first case,

the initial loading condition for each simulation is considered

to be the same as the base case, i.e., the initial power flow of

the regulated line is P 0
line = 55 MW. This is also the reference

power used for the HESS regulation.

We consider the case without HESS first. All the trajectories

of Pline and their histogram and Probability Density Function

(PDF) are calculated at t = 20 s, i.e., 5 seconds after the

disturbance, as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen how the

fault, along with the variations of the wind and the load, can

cause variations of Pline of up to ±6.6 MW (±12%) after the

transient.

A similar analysis is carried out considering a HESS in

the system when both FES and BES are regulated by the

PI controller (Fig. 7.a), the H∞ controller (Fig. 7.b), and

the combination of SM-H∞ controllers (Fig. 7.c). From these

figures, it can be observed how adding a HESS in the system

can significantly reduce the variations of Pline by about 60-

70%. Comparing the standard deviation of Pline, σP , the best

performance is obtained when the SM control is applied to the

FES, and the H∞ control to the BES.

The total computational time to obtain all 1,000 trajectories

for each case is: 18 m and 35 s for PI, 18 m and 45 s

for H∞, and 4 h and 15 m for SM and H∞. The reason

why the computational time when SM is included is so

high compared to the other techniques is because SM high

frequency switching requires a much smaller time step for

the time domain simulations. While the first two controllers

consider a time step of 0.02 s, the SM requires 0.004 s or
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TABLE II: Comparison of σP and number of current saturations of the HESS controllers for different loading levels during a fault in the Irish system.

No HESS PI H∞ SM-H∞

Base Case (55.0 MW)

σP [p.u.] 0.0219 0.0092 (−57.99%) 0.0083 (−62.10%) 0.0069 (−68.49%)

nsat FES - 75 - 1 (−98.67%) 103 (+37.33%)

nsat BES - 269 - 116 (−56.88%) 51 (−81.04%)

15% Load Increase (63.25 MW)

σP [p.u.] 0.0251 0.0110 (−56.18%) 0.0101 (−59.76%) 0.0093 (−62.95%)

nsat FES - 48 - 0 (−100.0%) 61 (+27.08%)

nsat BES - 201 - 55 (−72.64%) 27 (−86.57%)

15% Load Decrease (46.75 MW)

σP [p.u.] 0.0188 0.0079 (−57.98%) 0.0068 (−63.83%) 0.0059 (−68.62%)

nsat FES - 78 - 1 (−98.72%) 132 (+69.23%)

nsat BES - 343 - 158 (−53.94%) 75 (−78.13%)
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Fig. 6: Irish system without HESS and a three-phase fault followed by a line
trip: Active power flowing through the regulated line. (a) All trajectories; (b)
Histogram and PDF-fit of the trajectories at t = 20 s.

smaller. Also, SM needs a higher number of iterations to

solve each point of the time integration method (the implicit

trapezoidal method is used in this paper) whenever the SM

switches its manifold. Clearly this numerical issue does not

affect the actual implementation of the SM on the physical

storage device.

2) Variations of the Initial Loading Conditions: The ro-

bustness of each controller is studied in this subsection con-

sidering different initial loading conditions, namely a 15%
load increase (P 0

line = 63.25 MW) and a 15% load decrease

(P 0
line = 46.75 MW). These are also the reference powers used

for the HESS regulation for each case. For this study, the wind

generation is assumed independent from the load variations,

and therefore the power provided by the wind power plants

remains the same for the three loading conditions. The power
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Fig. 7: Irish system with HESS and a three-phase fault followed by a line
disconnection: Active power flowing through regulated line. (a) PI control;
(b) H∞ control; (c) SM-H∞ control.

balance is kept by varying the power generated by the syn-

chronous machines proportionally to the load variations. The

same control parameters used for the base case are used for

all control strategies. The standard deviation σP of the values
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TABLE III: Comparison of σω and ∆µω for different HESS controllers during a synchronous machine outage in the Irish system.

No HESS PI H∞ SM-H∞

Before Loss of Sync. Machine

σω [Hz] 0.0124 0.0081 (−34.68%) 0.0079 (−36.29%) 0.0079 (−36.29%)

Frequency Nadir

∆µω [Hz] 0.06 0.0415 (−30.83%) 0.03 (−50.00%) 0.035 (−41.67%)

σω [Hz] 0.0125 0.0076 (−39.20%) 0.0067 (−46.40%) 0.007 (−44.00%)

After Loss of Sync. Machine

σω [Hz] 0.013 0.0081 (−37.69%) 0.0088 (−32.31%) 0.0079 (−39.23%)

of Pline and the number of trajectories for which the FES and

the BES reach current saturations at t = 20 s for each of the

three scenarios are listed in Table II.

The following are relevant remarks on the comparison of

line active power flow regulation of the HESS from Table II:

• For all scenarios, the highest reduction of Pline variations

is obtained when SM and H∞ are applied to the FES and

BES, respectively.

• Comparing σP , the PI is the least sensitive to variations of

the system loading level in terms of regulation capability.

• The PI has the highest probability of reaching current

saturation of the HESS overall. The SM saturates the FES

the most, since the effort to reach the sliding surface after

a contingency is mainly taken by this device due to its

fast response. On the other hand, the probability of the

BES of reaching saturation in this case is the lowest in

all scenarios. Finally, H∞ has the lowest probability of

current saturations of the HESS overall. Note that the

FES saturations in this case are very unlikely.

• Current saturations of the HESS are overall more likely

for lower loading levels for all control strategies studied.

As the initial loading level decreases, the overall inertia

of the system is also reduced. This fact makes the system

less resilient to large perturbations, which in turns results

in higher variations of Pline, and thus, to a greater

contribution of the HESS.

B. Primary Frequency Regulation

In this scenario, the system variable regulated by the HESS

is the frequency of the bus that the storage device is connected

to.3 The contingency considered is the disconnection, at t = 15
s, of one of the synchronous machines of the system. The

active power provided by the generation unit is 50 MW.

Stochastic variations of both the wind speeds and the load

power demands are also included in order to simulate system

volatility in power production and consumption, respectively.

The same four cases discussed in subsection IV-A, namely

no HESS, and with HESS applying PI, H∞, and SM-H∞

controllers, are considered. Also in this scenario, the PI regu-

lator is initially tuned so to show a dynamic performance as

similar as possible to the H∞ and SM. Then, 1,000 simulations

are performed for each case, and the results of the standard

deviations of the bus frequency, σω, and the highest variation

3With this aim, the technique to estimate bus frequencies is the one
proposed in [30].

of the frequency means, ∆µω , are listed in Table III for three

conditions: right before the contingency, at the frequency nadir,

and 10 s after the generation unit outage.

Several observations can be made based on Table III, as

follows.

• Before the occurrence of the contingency, all controllers

provide a fairly similar robustness against fluctuations of

wind speeds and load powers.

• The highest reduction of both ∆µω and σω at the

frequency nadir is obtained when applying H∞ control,

followed by the combined SM-H∞ controller.

• The SM-H∞ strategy provides the best behavior 10 sec-

onds after the loss of the synchronous machine, whereas

the H∞ controller provides the poorest performance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes and compares different ESS control

strategies, namely PI, H∞ and SM. The formulations of these

controllers are based on a generalized ESS model, and are duly

defined and explained. The features of each control technique,

as well as their main differences are also outlined. Finally,

a comprehensive comparison of these control strategies is

provided based on an exhaustive case study of the all-island

Irish transmission system, with a HESS installed. The paper

considers both line active power flow and primary frequency

regulation provided by each controller for a large variety of

scenarios, considering generation and load fluctuations.

Based on simulation results, the following conclusions can

be drawn.

i. Overall, the most robust behavior of the HESS is achieved

by applying the SM to the FES and the H∞ control to the

BES. This combination is found to be the most effective

to reduce both active power and frequency fluctuations.

However, this approach shows the highest probability of

current saturations of the FES.

ii. Applying H∞ to both FES and BES provides the lowest

probability that current saturations will be experienced

by the HESS. This approach provides also the highest

reduction in frequency nadir variations after the loss of a

synchronous machine. On the other hand, its performance

is surpassed by the SM-H∞ controller for all other

considered cases.

iii. While the dynamic performance of the PI control is

overall the worst of the three techniques, it nevertheless

shows a fair robustness against different loading con-

ditions and contingencies, and system uncertainties. In
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other words, the PI control provides a good trade-off

between performance and simplicity of implementation

and design. Therefore, the PI control can be used to

provide a preliminary study of the behavior of the ESS

in a power system, e.g., to check if the chosen location

is the best one possible, and then H∞ or SM control can

be finally designed and applied to the ESS.

iv. Despite the deterministic nature of H∞ and SM, all con-

trollers have an heuristic component in their formulation

and designs (gains of the PI regulator, Ku of the H∞

controller, and K
SMC

of the SM). These have to be

carefully tuned to achieve an acceptable performance of

the controllers. We think that this is an important practical

remark that is seldom pointed out in the literature that

describes robust control techniques.

This work can be extended in several different ways. We

are currently working on studying the effectiveness of ESSs to

provide secondary frequency control and we are exploring how

to coordinate several storage devices with different primary

controllers by means of a model predictive control approach.

In the future, we will also focus on the impact of ESS devices

on frequency, angle and voltage stability considering different

storage technologies and controllers.
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APPENDIX I

MODEL OF A FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE

The model of the squirrel-cage induction machine proposed

in [31] is used in this paper to model the FES. Using the

generator convention, and the dq-frame representation, the

voltages of the stator and rotor of the machine can be written

as follows:

vds =−Rsids − ωsψqs + ψ̇ds

vqs =−Rsiqs + ωsψds + ψ̇qs

vdr =−Rridr − σsrωsψqr + ψ̇dr = 0 (14)

vqr =−Rriqr + σsrωsψdr + ψ̇qr = 0

where the subscripts s and r stand for stator and rotor variables,

respectively; v, R and i are the machine voltage, resistance and

current, respectively; ψ is the flux linkage; ωs is the stator

electrical frequency; and σsr is the rotor slip defined as:

σsr =
ωs − 0.5pωr

ωs

(15)

with p the number of poles and ωr the rotor speed of the

machine.

The expressions of the flux linkages are given by:

ψds =−(Ls + Lm)ids − Lmidr

ψqs =−(Ls + Lm)iqs − Lmiqr

ψdr =−(Lr + Lm)idr − Lmids (16)

ψqr =−(Lr + Lm)iqr − Lmiqs

where Ls, Lr and Lm are the stator, rotor and mutual induc-

tances, respectively.

The mechanical equations of the induction machine are the

following:

Te = ψdriqr − ψqridr

HFESω̇r = (Tm − Te)−DFESωr (17)

with Te and Tm the electromechanical and mechanical torques,

respectively; and HFES and DFES the inertia constant and rotor

damping of the FES.

The active and reactive powers generated/absorbed by the

machine are defined by:

PFES = vdsids + vqsiqs

QFES = vqsids − vdsiqs (18)

An ac/dc converter is used to connect, through its current

output idc, the flywheel device with the dc side of the VSC.

The converter is modeled in a similar way as the VSC

described in [13].

Finally, the actual energy stored in the FES can be computed

as follows:

EFES = HFESω
2
r (19)

Applying the notation of the GEM above to the FES, one

has:

x = [ωr Te]
T ; z = [vds vqs vdr vqr . . . ]

T ; u = ωs;

ρ = [HFES 0] ; β = [2 1]; χ = [0 0] (20)

where the dots in z stand for the stator and rotor currents and

flux leakages, and the ac/dc converter variables.

APPENDIX II

MODEL OF A BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE [13]

A commonly-used model to represent the dynamics of a

rechargeable battery cell is the Shepherd model [32]:

Q̇e = ib/3600

i̇m =
ib − im
Tm

(21)

0 = voc − vp(Qe, im) + vee
−βeQe −Riib − vb

where Qe is the extracted capacity in Ah; im is the battery

current ib passed through a low-pass filter with time constant

Tm; voc, vp and ve are the open-circuit, polarization and

exponential voltages, respectively; βe is the exponential zone

time constant inverse; Ri is the internal battery resistance; and

vb is the battery voltage.

The variation of the polarization voltage vp with respect to

im and Qe is given by:
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vp(Qe, im) =











Rpim +KpQe

SOC
if im > 0 (discharge)

Rpim
qe + 0.1

+
KpQe

SOC
if im ≤ 0 (charge)

(22)

where Rp and Kp are the polarization resistant and polariza-

tion constant, respectively; and SOC is the state of charge of

the battery which is defined as:

SOC =
Qn −Qe

Qn

= 1− qe (23)

The non-linearity of vp implies that depending on the state

of the battery (charge or discharge), two different sets of

equations can be obtained by applying the GEM. Therefore,

the GEM has to be able to switch from one set to another

depending on the BES operation.

The connection of the BES to the VSC is given by:

0 = (1− 2S)vdc − nsvb

idc = − (1− 2S)npib (24)

where S is the duty cycle of the battery dc/dc converter; and np
and ns are the number of parallel and series connected battery

cells, respectively. The dc/dc converter connection used in this

paper is based on [33].

Imposing the GEM to BES equations, one has:

x = [Qe vb]
T ; z = [ib im vp]

T ; u = S;

ρ =

[

−
1

Qn

0

]

; β = [1 1]; χ = [Qn 0] . (25)
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